Laser-Assisted Patterning of Co–Ni Alloy/Reduced Graphene Oxide Composite for Enhanced Micro-supercapacitor Performance
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ABSTRACT: The development of methods for the facile fabrication of complex micro-supercapacitors (MSCs) has drawn much attention owing to the increment in their use in wearable and flexible microscale electronics. In particular, interdigitated MSCs with pseudocapacitive behavior have been attractive as energy storage for small-scale devices, owing to their potential to achieve high power density and excellent cycling durability within a limited area. However, complicated and multiple patterning processes are required to assemble pseudocapacitive materials and electrodes in microscale interdigitated designs. Therefore, a fabrication method is required that can be used to produce interdigitated MSCs in a facile and single-step manner. In this work, the one-pot patterning of an interdigitated Co–Ni/reduced graphene oxide (rGO) composite on a flexible substrate is presented via the infrared (IR) laser scribing of a layered double hydroxide (LDH)/graphene oxide (GO) precursor film. Owing to the homogeneous distribution of transition metal nanoparticles (NPs) within the rGO, the patterned Co–Ni/rGO electrodes show excellent electrical conductivity compared to bare rGO, which contributes toward its increased power density. In addition, the Co–Ni/rGO MSCs exhibit increased energy density compared to that of rGO MSCs due to the pseudocapacitive behavior of well-dispersed Co–Ni NPs.
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INTRODUCTION

Composites of metal or metal oxide NPs with graphene have been investigated as potential advanced materials for the electrodes of electronic devices and electrochemical devices. In particular, graphene composites have attracted a huge amount of interest for their application in energy storage devices, owing to their chemical and thermal durability, high surface area, and extraordinary conductivity.1 Graphene with a high surface-area-to-volume ratio is an ideal platform for decoration with metal or metal oxide NPs to prevent them from agglomerating during electrochemical reactions.2 This antiagglomeration function of graphene is good for maintaining the charge–discharge stability in energy storage devices. Redox materials, such as metal oxides and metal, can enhance the energy and power densities of supercapacitors by pseudocapacitance as a result of reversible surface redox reactions. To this aim, recently, there have been great efforts made to synthesize second-phase materials, including the compositing of various metals2,3 and metal oxide NPs2,4,5 with graphene. However, generally, these composites are synthesized via solution processes, therefore making it very difficult to apply such synthetic materials to planar MSCs, which require an additional patterning process to locate the composites on a desired area. Laser-assisted fabrication has been studied widely because it allows the direct synthesis of nanomaterials into microscale patterns without a photomask and can be applied in supercapacitors,6 batteries, and electrocatalysts.7 In particular, the site-specific reduction of GO to highly conductive rGO has been used to fabricate flexible MSCs because of the local photothermal reaction under IR laser irradiation.8 A previous study developed a laser-assisted ZnO nanorod (NR)/rGO patterning method.9 However, the previous technique required the post-hydrothermal growth of the ZnO NRs after a laser-assisted ZnO seed formation process. For a more convenient and facile fabrication of MSCs comprising second-phase materials, it is thus desirable to achieve the one-pot synthesis of metal/rGO composites on patterned areas using a laser scribing process.

Herein, a one-pot synthesis of Co–Ni/rGO in a patterned design via laser scanning and the fabrication of interdigitated MSCs on a flexible poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is described. When a Co–Ni LDH is introduced as a metal precursor and its binding interaction is tuned with GO, well-dispersed Co–Ni metal particles in rGO were obtained after laser scanning, resulting in the prepared MSCs exhibiting
optimum capacitive performance. Compared to our previous work on ZnO NR/rGO patterning, the Co–Ni/rGO electrodes in this work exhibit high electrical conductivity, contributing to the formation of an MSC with drastically enhanced power and energy densities. The Co–Ni/rGO MSC shows a stack capacitance of 5.50 F cm\(^{-2}\), a power density of 0.54 W cm\(^{-2}\), and an energy density of 0.63 mWh cm\(^{-2}\) that are around four times higher than those of a pristine rGO MSC.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

### Fabrication of the Co–Ni/rGO Pattern

The process of fabricating the MSC using the Co–Ni/rGO composite as an active material is shown in Figure 1. In brief, a homogeneous coating of Co–Ni LDH/GO was formed on the PET film via drop casting of the Co–Ni LDH/GO precursor in water. After that, an MSC with an interdigitated electrode design was patterned via the photothermal reduction of the precursor using an IR laser integrated into a LightScribe DVD recorder. First, a solution of GO was prepared via the synthetic process described in our previous report. Careful preparation of a well-dispersed Co–Ni LDH/GO precursor is important to form a homogeneous film of the Co–Ni LDH/GO composite on PET. Oxygenated defects on GO sheets can be categorized into two groups on the basis of their geometric conditions: (i) basal planes functionalized with epoxide and hydroxyl groups and (ii) edge sites with carboxylic acid moieties. To stabilize GO nanosheets in water, an electrostatic repulsive force between the GO sheets needs to overcome the van der Waals interactions. It is well-known that ionization of carboxylic groups at the edge sites of the GO contributes to the formation of an MSC with drastically enhanced electrical conductivity, formed by drop casting on PET followed by the photothermal conversion of the Co–Ni LDH/GO precursors into Co–Ni NPs/rGO after IR-laser scanning.

### Analysis of the Co–Ni/rGO Composite

To examine the conversion of the material during the laser scribing process, electron microscopy analyses were performed on a Co–Ni/rGO composite film after IR-laser scanning. A thin layer of the Co–Ni LDH can be observed on the GO sheets in the TEM
image of the area not exposed to the IR laser (Figure 2a). The Co–Ni LDH and the GO sheets are in the form of two-dimensional (2D) sheets without any observable particle formation, reflecting that a localized photothermal conversion process occurs during their laser scanning. However, a high density of spherical Co–Ni NPs is observed on the rGO sheets subjected to an IR laser, confirming the successful photothermal conversion of Co–Ni LDH into Co–Ni NPs (with a median diameter of ca. 9.88 nm, Figure S2) after the IR-laser scribing process (Figure 2b–c). In addition, the uniform distribution of Co–Ni alloy NPs over the entire surface of the rGO sheets can be observed in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of Co–Ni/rGO (Figure 2d). Figure S3 shows cross-section SEM images of rGO and Co–Ni/rGO. After laser scribing, the rGO layers became thicker than the GO layers, indicating an increased volume of rGO due to laser-scribing.

Figure 2. TEM images taken from areas (a) unexposed (i.e., Co–Ni LDH/GO film) and (b, c) exposed (i.e., Co–Ni NPs/rGO) to an IR laser. (d) SEM image of the film subjected to IR-laser scribing.

Figure 3. EDX spectroscopy mapping results of the Co–Ni/rGO composite focused on a Co–Ni NP, where Co and Ni were found to be the main components.
induced Joule heating on the local film and the gasification of oxygen species (Figure S3a). Stacked graphene layers were observed in the high magnification SEM images. Even after the introduction of the Co–Ni alloy, the Co–Ni/rGO film did not show any remarkable change in the cross-section rGO morphology compared to the pristine rGO film (Figure S3b). The porous structure with the stacked rGO layers can facilitate the wetting by the electrolyte and the ion diffusion during the charging–discharging processes of the MSCs. In our previous report, ZnO NR/rGO composites were synthesized by the combination of ZnO seed formation via IR-laser scanning and seed-mediated growth of ZnO NRs. However, the two-step method led to the formation of ZnO NRs on the rGO, but the post-hydrothermal ZnO growth step could cause a decrease in porosity of rGO due to the restacking between rGO sheets by the hydrogen bonding of intercalated water. In contrast, the one-pot synthesis method reported herein can lead to the homogeneous distribution of active materials in MSCs, such as metals or metal oxide NPs, without losing the porosity of rGO, which has a positive contribution on the electrochemical process by improving the electron and ion transfer.

To confirm the crystallinity of the Co–Ni NPs, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images were recorded (Figure S4), where even ca. 4 nm-scale diameter NPs show an ordered crystalline lattice with a lattice distance of ~0.2 nm, indicating the effective formation of Co–Ni NPs via the laser scanning process (Figure S4a). The smaller the Co–Ni NPs on the rGO, the higher is the surface area in a given volume, promising increased Faradaic capacitance of the MSC via the redox reactions of the active materials. Figure S4b presents the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of the Co–Ni/rGO composites. Two diffuse diffraction rings corresponding to polycrystalline rGO sheets and a randomly distributed dot pattern corresponding to crystalline Co–Ni NPs can be observed in

Figure 4. Changes in the (a) C 1s, (b) Co 2p, and (c) Ni 2p XPS data before (left column) and after (right column) IR-laser scanning of the Co–Ni LDH/rGO film.
the SAED patterns of Co−Ni NPs/rGO, confirming the Co−Ni NP/rGO composite formation via the IR-laser scribing method. Furthermore, the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern in Figure S5 further confirmed the introduction of the (002) plane of rGO (blue peak) and the planes of (111) and (200) for the Co−Ni alloy (red peaks) in the Co−Ni NP/rGO composite.

To investigate the chemical species of the NPs, energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy mapping was performed, and the results are presented in Figure 3. EDX data are collected from relatively large particles to allow accurate component analysis. The homogeneous distribution of Co and Ni across the entirety of the NP area is observed with high intensity and medium intensity for C and a very low O signal over the entire region, indicating the simultaneous formation of the Co−Ni NPs and highly reduced GO with minor O-moieties via the one-pot laser scanning of the Co−Ni LDH/GO film. Compared to an electric double layer capacitor (EDLC), capacitive performance can be improved by employing the simple fabrication of Co−Ni NP alloys that promote redox reactions on the surface during the charge−discharge processes.18

To further investigate the chemical compositional changes that occur during the fabrication of the materials, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were conducted before and after their IR-laser treatment. In the C 1s XPS data, most peaks associated with the O-functional groups of GO can no longer be observed, and only C−C/C=C bonds remain, indicating the successful formation of rGO via the IR-laser-assisted photothermal reduction (Figure 4a). Unlike the conventional C 1s XPS data of GO, the relative peak intensity of the C−O is far lower than that of the C−C/C=C peak. This XPS trend can be ascribed to the binding of metal ions to the O-groups of GO, indirectly proving the well-organized formation of the Co−Ni LDH on the GO sheets.18 In agreement with the C 1s spectra, two distinct Co XPS peaks for 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 and two satellite peaks for each of the 2p peaks can be observed before the laser scribing of the material, indicating that Co is in its hydroxide form (Co−Ni LDH) (Figure 4b).23 After laser treatment, the main peaks of Co 2p are separated into a multiplet (the peaks at 780.48 and 793.00 eV) corresponding to a Co−Ni alloy with a similar trend in the Co−Ni binding XPS peaks also being observed for the XPS of Ni 2p (Figure 4c).23 Overall, the XPS analyses confirm the successful transformation of the Co−Ni LDH/GO film into a Co−Ni NPs/rGO composite via the simultaneous photothermal reduction of Co−Ni LDH and GO. Furthermore, a drastic change is observed in the overall binding energy peak ratio of O and C after the laser scanning process (Figure S6). Before the laser treatment, the C 1s and O 1s peaks have similar intensities, but the C 1s peak intensity greatly increases and that of the O 1s peak decreases after laser treatment. This is a good indication that the GO has been reduced and that the O atoms bound to the metal in its hydroxide form have also been simultaneously reduced.

Figure 5. (a) CV curves of the CNG MSC (red) and rGO MSC (black) at a scan rate of 10 mV s−1. CV curves recorded at different scan rates for (b) rGO MSC and (c) CNG MSC. (d) Capacitances of CNG MSC (red) and rGO MSC (black) recorded at different scan rates.
Figure 6. (a) GCD curves of the CNG MSC (red) and rGO MSC (black) recorded at a current density of 0.1 A cm⁻³. (b) GCD curves of the CNG MSC recorded at different current densities.

**Application of Planar MSCs.** The Co-Ni NPs/rGO synthesis method was applied to fabricate planar MSCs by laser scanning along the predesigned interdigitated electrodes, as described in our previous report.²⁸ In the interdigitated electrodes of the MSCs, the active materials and conductive electrodes are composed of Co-Ni NPs/rGO produced by IR-laser-assisted photothermal reduction, and the separators are based on Co-Ni LDH/rGO. Co-Ni LDH is located on GO and has very low conductivity; therefore, it is electrically insulated and does not participate in the electrochemical reaction. Solid-state H₂SO₄/PVA electrolyte was applied on the MSCs, and tests were performed under ambient environments. The electrochemical performance of Co-Ni NPs/rGO MSC (CNG MSC) was compared to a bare rGO MSC with the same design (Figure S7).

To investigate the pseudocapacitive effect of Co-Ni NPs in the CNG MSC, the capacitive behaviors of rGO MSC and CNG MSC were compared by conducting cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements (Figure 5). Figure 5a shows the CV curves of rGO MSC and CNG MSC recorded at 10 mV s⁻¹. While the rGO MSC shows an almost rectangular shape, indicating its EDLC behavior, the CNG MSC presents a slightly distorted rectangular-shaped signal with a broad peak at 0–0.4 V, demonstrating its mixed EDLC and pseudocapacitive characteristic.²⁴,²⁵ The EDLC of the rGO MSC mainly originates from its porous nature and large surface area of the rGO, which facilitates the adsorption/desorption of the ion species of the electrolyte.²⁶ Besides the EDLC behavior of the rGO, the CNG MSC with uniform Co-Ni alloy NPs shows pseudocapacitance via a reversible Faradaic redox reaction that occurs between the metal and electrolyte ions.²⁷ However, the CNG MSC also shows a rectangular CV curve similar to that of the rGO MSC, indicating its much reduced ohmic behavior due to the highly conductive Co-Ni/rGO composite. In our previous studies, MSCs were fabricated from ZnO NR/rGO (ZG MSCs) composites that show elliptical CV curves due to the ohmic behavior of the resistive ZnO NRs.²⁸ In terms of the conductivity of the active materials, the contact geometry between the active materials and rGO plays a pivotal role in the performance of the MSCs. Since one-dimensional (1D) ZnO NRs grow normal to the rGO sheets, there is only a small interfacial contact area (initial contact area of the ZnO seeds to rGO) with the rGO electrodes, limiting electron transfer and slowing the charge–discharge process. Compared to that, the good interfacial contact of the 2D Co-Ni LDH with 2D GO facilitates the homogeneous distribution of the Co-Ni NPs in rGO, resulting in facilitated electron migration through conductive rGO, thus boosting the charge–discharge process. Moreover, the CNG MSC exhibits a much wider integral area under its CV curve compared to that of the rGO MSC, indicating a larger stack capacitance of the CNG MSC. The electrochemical performances of the rGO MSC and CNG MSC were further investigated at different scan speeds, and the results are presented in Figure 5b,c. The shapes of the CV curves of the CNG MSC were maintained at a high scan speed of 100 mV s⁻¹, suggesting its fast charge–discharge performance with great power density.²⁹ The capacitances of each MSC were evaluated from their CV curves, and the results are presented in Figure 5d. The CNG MSC achieved a capacitance of 3.85 F cm⁻³, which is 8.36 times larger than that of the rGO MSC at a 10 mV s⁻¹, and maintained a capacitance of 2.88 F cm⁻³ even up to a scan speed of 100 mV s⁻¹.

Figure 6a presents a comparison of the galvanostatic charge–discharge (GCD) curves of the pristine rGO MSC and CNG MSC, recorded at 0.1 A cm⁻³. It can be clearly seen that the GCD curve of the CNG MSC is much wider than that of the rGO MSC and has a more linear charge–discharge curve, reflecting ideal capacitance behavior. These linear curves reflect that charge transfer resistance is relatively lower and that the charge–discharge mechanism is as fast as an electric double layer formation.³⁰ Since the Co-Ni NPs are small and have a high surface area, the Faradaic reaction occurs rapidly on their surface, resulting in a rapid charge–discharge process. In contrast, the GCD curve of the MSCs with the ZnO NRs as an active material is bent in shape, which is evidence of a slow Faradaic reaction and shows that it is hard to achieve fast charging and discharging due to the normal directional interfacial contact of the 1D ZnO NRs and 2D rGO electrodes.²⁸ Then, supercapacitance values were extracted from the charge–discharge data with a stack capacitance of 5.50 F cm⁻³, a power density of 0.54 W cm⁻³, and an energy density of 0.63 mWh cm⁻³ measured for the CNG MSC. These results are around four times larger than those of the bare rGO MSC (with a stack capacitance of 1.44 F cm⁻³, a power density of 0.29 W cm⁻³, and an energy density of 0.15 mWh cm⁻³) and around 1.4 times larger than those of the ZG MSCs reported in our previous work.³¹
To evaluate its practical applications, the GCD curves of the CNG MSC were collected at various current densities (0.1, 0.16, and 0.33 A cm$^{-2}$), and the results are presented in Figure 6b. All of the GCD curves are almost triangular in shape, demonstrating that the CNG MSC can operate across a broad range of current densities. Furthermore, its $iR$ drop was still small even when operated at a high current density of 0.33 A cm$^{-2}$, confirming the high conductivity of the CNG MSC. In addition, the stack capacitances of the CNG MSC reached values of 3.70 and 3.10 F cm$^{-2}$ at current densities of 0.16 and 0.33 A cm$^{-2}$, respectively. The performance of the CNG MSC was also compared with those of other reported MSCs by examining their Ragone plots (Figure S8). Through the comparison, it can be seen that the CNG MSC delivers high power and energy densities that are comparable to those of other reported MSCs.\(^{a,b,c}\)

The improvement of the capacitive performance of the CNG MSC was examined further by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz at 0.25 V. The lower $x$-intercept of the Nyquist showed that the CNG MSC had lower equivalent series resistance, suggesting that CNG MSC has higher conductivity than rGO MSC because of the introduction of Co–Ni alloy NPs in the composite (Figure S9a). In addition, the Bode plots for both MSCs in Figure S9b showed that the phase angle for CNG MSC was $-74^\circ$ at 10 mHz, which was closer to $-90^\circ$ for an ideal capacitor than that of rGO MSC ($-71^\circ$). Moreover, the relaxation time corresponding to the phase angle of $-45^\circ$ of the CNG MSC (1 s) was three times shorter than that of rGO MSC (3 s), meaning that CNG MSC requires a shorter time to deliver 50% of the power than rGO MSC.

Finally, the long-term durability of CNG MSC was evaluated by CV at 30 mV s$^{-1}$ for 3000 cycles (Figure S9c). Impressively, the capacitance increased 1.5-fold for the first 1000 cycles and then gradually decreased to 90% capacitance retention after 3000 cycles, highlighting the advantage of this design in MSCs.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, a facile, selective, one-pot synthesis, and patterning method of a Co–Ni NP/rGO composite from a Co–Ni LDH/GO precursor has been successfully developed and applied to fabricate a planar MSC. Laser scribing of a Co–Ni LDH/GO composite film creates small and crystalline Co–Ni alloy particles that homogeneously distribute between rGO sheets. On account of the uniform distribution of small Co–Ni NPs on rGO, the resultant CNG MSC shows ~400% enhanced capacitance compared to that of a pristine rGO MSC. Fast charging–discharging and high energy and power densities were achieved owing to the increased surface area and good interfacial contact between the Co–Ni NPs and rGO electrodes, resulting in effective redox reactions and fast electron transfer. Until now, the selective growth of active materials on conductive electrodes via a one-pot synthesis has rarely been reported; however, this laser-assisted fabrication technique makes it possible to fabricate metal and metal-oxide-based electrochemical devices in a simple manner.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Synthesis of GO.** GO was prepared using graphite flakes via the synthetic process described in detail in our previous report.\(^{11}\)

**Synthesis of the Co–Ni/rGO Composite and Fabrication of the Co–Ni/rGO MSC.** Synthesis of Colloidal Co–Ni LDH/GO. The as-synthesized GO was used to prepare a 2.0 mg mL$^{-1}$ aqueous GO dispersion. To the prepared GO solution (15 mL), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 15 mg, molecular weight (M.W.) 40.00, 97.04%, Daejung) and sodium carbonate (Na$_2$CO$_3$, 6.5 mg, M.W. 105.99, 99.0%, Daejung) were added, and the resultant mixture was stirred to achieve a homogeneous solution. To this solution, nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO$_3$)$_2$·6H$_2$O, 16.5 mg, M.W. 290.80, 99.99%, Alfa Aesar) and cobalt chloride hexahydrate (CoCl$_2$·6H$_2$O, 13.5 mg, M.W. 237.93, Sigma-Aldrich) were then added. Growth of the metal hydroxide was then enabled by maintaining the mixture at 60 °C for 6 h, followed by cooling the mixture to room temperature before being washed with DI water.

**Patterning of the Co–Ni/rGO Composite.** The PET was cut into a disc shape with the size of a DVD for use in a DVD recorder with a LightScribing function and attached to the disc using spray glue. Next, the as-prepared Co–Ni LDH/GO solution (20 mL) was coated onto the prepared PET film, which was then allowed to dry overnight. The prepared Co–Ni LDH/GO film on the PET/DVD was scanned using an integrated IR laser of a LightScribe DVD recorder (HP-3376, Hewlett-Packard) with predesigned interdigitated electrodes using bundled imaging software with the laser scribing process conducted three times.

**Preparation of the H$_2$SO$_4$/PVA Gel Electrolyte.** The H$_2$SO$_4$/PVA gel electrolyte was prepared as described in our previous report.\(^{10}\)

**Fabrication of a CNG MSC.** The as-prepared H$_2$SO$_4$/PVA gel electrolyte was dropped onto the crossing area of the interdigitated electrodes of the CNG MSC; then, the gel electrolyte was dried overnight under room temperature to remove the excess water from the gel electrolyte. Next, the current collector was covered with silver paste (Elcoat p-100, CANS) for electrical contact with the probes of the electrochemical workstation without damaging the rGO electrodes.

**Characterization and Measurements.** Material Characterization. The morphologies, crystallinities, and chemical compositions of synthesized materials were investigated by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM; LEO SUPRA 55, ZEISS), HRTEM (JEM-2100 F operated at 200 kV, JEOL), XRD (D8 Advance spectrometer equipped with a Cu Kα radiation source, Bruker), and XPS (K-Alpha spectrometer, Thermo Scientific). All of the XPS data were calibrated to the binding energy of the C 1s peak at 284.6 eV.

**Electrochemical Measurements.** The electrochemical evaluation of the MSCs was examined by conducting CV and GCD measurements, which were performed on a potentiostat instrument (IVIUMSTAT, Ivium technologies). The EIS measurements were conducted using a potentiostat (SP-200, BioLogic).

**Calculations.** Capacitance values were calculated from the CV curves recorded at various scan speeds using the following equation:

$$C = \frac{1}{2\text{d}V} \int i \, dV$$

where $C$ (F) is the total capacitance contribution from the MSC, $i$ is the scan rate (V s$^{-1}$), and $V$ (V) is the potential window.

The total capacitance ($C_T$), volumetric stack capacitance ($C_{stack}$), power density ($P$), energy density ($E$), and internal resistance ($R_{ESR}$) of the MSCs were calculated according to the methods described in our previous report.\(^{10}\)
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